Neoris EMEA to Resell Authenware Biometric Security Solution

Global Business and IT Consulting Company to Distribute and Deploy AuthenTest in EMEA

Miami, Florida – February 23, 2008 – Authenware®, the leader in keystroke biometrics software, today announced that it has entered into an agreement with Neoris, allowing it to resell Authenware’s patent-pending AuthenTest® software. Neoris is a global business and IT consulting company that specializes in nearshore outsourcing, value-added consulting and emerging technologies.

"We chose to resell AuthenTest because we found it to be simply the best non-intrusive keystroke biometrics solution on the market,” said Marcos de Pedro, Regional Managing Director for EMEA, at Neoris. “The product delivers unparalleled levels of security and is easy to implement, making it a very cost-effective for our customers.”

The agreement allows Neoris EMEA to resell AuthenTest to customers and prospects located in the European countries of Spain, Portugal, Hungary, as well as in the Middle East and Africa.

AuthenTest offers a radically different approach towards handling security by not only securing information access through keystroke biometrics, but also by rendering any stolen credentials useless. It accomplishes this through a proprietary protocol that creates and maintains a unique personal security pattern for each user every time that he or she enters data using the keyboard (for example, their user name and password). By doing so, AuthenTest delivers the highest levels of security to companies at a very low cost and minimal effort.

“We are proud that Neoris is representing Authenware,” said Tom Helou, president & COO, Authenware. “Our unique approach towards keystroke biometrics protects companies of all sizes against any unauthorized access to their sensitive data, rendering any attack virtually useless.”

About Neoris
Neoris is a global business and IT consulting company that specializes in nearshore outsourcing, value-added consulting and emerging technologies. Neoris is the largest IT consulting and systems integration company in Mexico and the second largest in Latin America. Neoris offers systems integration, custom application development, IT consulting and software deployment & support solutions. The company is a leading provider of nearshore outsourcing services through a global delivery model leveraging six worldwide software development centers. In 2008, Neoris was ranked among the Top 10 Best Performing IT Service Providers in the Global Services 100. Headquartered in Miami (FL), Neoris has operations in the US, Europe, Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East. For more information, visit www.neoris.com.

About Authenware
Authenware is the world’s leading provider of keystroke biometrics software. Our patent-pending product, AuthenTest®, enables organizations to deliver the highest levels of security to their enterprise applications, website and any other form of transaction that engages a software artifact. It creates and maintains a unique personal security pattern for each user every time that he or she enters data using the keyboard (for example, their user name and password).

Using the unique personal security pattern, AuthenTest® can easily determine if the user is real or an imposter and allow or deny access accordingly, even if the correct credentials are supplied. Authenware’s customers include some of the largest, most successful companies in the world, spanning a wide variety of industries including the financial services, government, transportation & logistics, manufacturing, retail, services and technology sectors. For more information, visit http://www.authenware.com.
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